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1. Default custom group 
Users could set their custom groups of ships from available fleet for some time. Now it is possible to 

select one of groups as the default. Default group will be used after logging in for the tools in the 

“Fleet” tab (excluding the main Fleet view, there are always shown all available ships). The default 

group can be selected in “Manage Groups” tab and then “Group settings”. After choosing the group 

user clicks “save” button and after next logging in this group will be selected. Of course user can change 

the selected group for the session by selecting another group from dropdown menu in tabs contained 

in “Fleet” tab. 

 

2. Filter by installed equipment 
Users can now filter their fleet by installed equipment in the fleet overview. Above the table containing 

all ships there is a filter option. Selecting the “Systems” from the filter dropdown will add buttons with 

systems abbreviations to the interface. User can select multiple buttons and the list will be filtered to 

the ships that have all of the selected systems.  
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3. Auto noon reports summary 
Users can see the automatic summary of the day in the Reports/Noon reports tab. There are shown 

some basic information about fuel, drafts, power and RPMs for every day. The data shown is combined 

from the information acquired automatically onboard and Manual Inputs made by the crew. In the 

future this functionality will be expanded to include more information. 

 

4. Reference curve in Power/Speed chart 
The Power/Speed chart in performance tab has now reference model curve. This curve will be useful 

for comparison with the ship current performance. The reference model requires some additional data 

to be prepared. In case you cannot see this curve please contact our support team. 
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5. Percent of DG usage in DG Power Chart 
There is additional information now in the tooltip in DG Power graph. Hovering over points shows also 

the percentage of max. available power for the specific generators, not only the power in kilowatts. 

This will help determine the correct usage of the generators.  

 

6. Minor fixes 
This point contains some minor improvements in user interface of the application as well as some fixes. 

These are related to signal naming unambiguity, simplification of views and internal data processing 

optimization. Each new version of the application contains some corrections and improvements thanks 

to the feedback from the users and internal tests. 

7. Troubleshooting 
Availability of new features on particular vessel may depend on specific data or signals. Should any of 

above mentioned features be unavailable for your vessel please contact our support team at 

support@e-vesseltracker.com. 

 

In case of problems with visualization, please try to refresh SeaPerformer EVT site without cached files. 

Depending on user system: 

- Windows: SHIFT + F5; 

- Mac/Apple: Apple + R or command + R; 

- Linux: F5. 

If this doesn’t help, try the solutions below: 

Chrome browser 

- Click F12 to open developer console; 

- Go to Network Tab; 

- Make sure that the Disable Cache checkbox is checked; 

mailto:support@e-vesseltracker.com
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- Refresh the site with developer console opened. 

 

Firefox browser 

 


